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General Comment
I believed these rules must have been outdated and only the most knowledgeable people would
have even untrrstood their existence. To revisit in favor of those innocently denied and
abandoned by the people who would have even tried to seize anything regarding an upstanding
American citizen would Be tragic. To take information from an uninformed vulnerable human
from their own home by individuals unknowing should be in the same category as
manslaughter. Openly betraying any individual without their knowledge when listening from a
privileged seat behind he green door is unconscionable. If it were charity, such benevolence
would be awarded and revision would have been obvious to the onlooker. Good is good,
simplicity is simple. Rapine and criminal activity is not treason, just illegal. If I say I was stolen
from, then I was stolen from. It doesnt mean I have betrayed my government. Anyone with
knowledge that I do not have that could help me, and does not exercise active compassion to
recover said property should confess it as a sin to them. I believe people have been stealing my
intellectual property without my knowledge behind my back for years, I have reported it, and no
one responds. This is not smoke and mirrors, its a coverup if these rules are being used to abuse
anyone and there is knowledge of this without rewarding the victim compensation. Especially
one who is the best American patriot, that would never knowingly betray her/ his country. It is
entirely appropriate to revisit these outdated laws...with the right people for the right purpose.
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Any other act would be an agregious affront to tge US constitution and for the poor suffering
soul that no one seems to be more than invisible no matter how much testing harassment and
suffering other people seem to throw my way. God bless the USA. Still. ... be still my soul.
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